SHETLAND SHEEPDOG CLUB OF NORTH WALES Open Show 7th April 2018
MPD 1 Bendelow's Guxel Golden Ringer, upstanding sable/white boy in full coat of excellent colour. Teeth/bite
excellent, good bone, nice oval feet, good rear angulation. Moves out well with excellent tail length, carried
well. Pleasant head, excellent presentation. Lacking a little in confidence at 9mo, but with age, this will
improve BPD. 2 Gamble's Solyric Inaugural Gold, just over 6mo sable white puppy with sweet expression, good
coat for age. Standing four square, with tail correct, nice fall of croup but not quite the front extension of the
winner. Ear set excellent, mouth finishing nicely, good flat planes.
PD 1 Mottram's Lanteague Gold Sovereign at Lochkaren, glamorous 10mo sable in full coat of excellent
texture. A little unsteady in his presentation today, needs to stride out more. Excellent bone, oval feet. Lovely
dark eye well set ears and excellent teeth. Such a volume of puppy coat, maybe as an adult his body shape will
be better defined. 2 Gamble's Solyric Inaugural Gold. 3 Bendelow's Amethrickeh Booginight.
JD 1 Hardy's Sandwick Stagelight 15mo tricolour boy of excellent colour texture of coat, good bone, excellent
feet, nice length of tail with a sweep which enhances his great rear angulation, potentially he should move
better but he did his best on the floor surface. Wedge head, nice eye shape dark colour for a tri, good teeth,
ears correct size, maybe could be a little tighter. Very good overall balance in outline, presented in pristine
condition BD, res BIS. 2 Mottram's Lanteague Gold Sovereign at Lochkaren. 3 Barrowclough's Shadowess
Eternal Dream.
MD 1 Bendelow's Guxel Golden Ringer. 2 Bostock's Jaelis Mystique Clear Skies, 19mo blue merle, nicely
marked, good tan but a rather steely blue in colour, at the smaller end of the height chart, very lively
movement, nice oval feet. Coming towards tends to turn the left foot out Very attentive to his handler, rather
small head for a male but a sweet expression. His head was in proportion to his body but large ears spoilt this
balance. Needs more depth of chest, I did not find him entire on the day.
ND 1 Gamble's Solyric Inaugural Gold. 2 Bendelow's Amethrickeh Booginight, a 10mo tricolour of good colour
black, excellent tan markings. Adequate bone, nice oval feet. The head was rather narrow but with correct
ears, if though a little reluctant to use them, teeth good and a nice dark eye. Lovely long tail, but also rather
long in body. Has the potential to move better if his confidence improves. 3 Spencer Edwards' Castlerose
Northern Soul.
GD 1 Woolley's Pepperhill in the Moment at Valjon, a mature young tricolour, excellent markings colour in the
coat but rather a lot of it. He has good bone, nice long tail. Excellent depth of chest length of upper arm but I
would like to see more layback of shoulder, but as he is rather long cast, this affected his movement. He has a
very pleasant expression, teeth were excellent. 2 Chatterley's Silver Coin, 2yo blue merle of good colour blue
but markings are rather dark from the shoulders back. Excellent bone for size, very balanced in proportions
and a nice outline with fall of croup. A little short in upper arm but shoulders are well laid back. Ears are of
good size, balanced in head proportions, eye expression could be sweeter. Movement is very regular. 3
Spencer Edwards' Castlerose Northern Star.
PGD 1 Officer's Castlerose A Shropshire Lad, almost 3yo golden sable/white dog of good overall balance. Good
bone, oval feet Pleasant head, eye expression but lacking fill under the eyes short of pigment, ears well set
Well presented, nice straight front coming towards, regular movement going around, good sweep on the tail,
good depth of chest, arch on the neck Res BD. 2 Dixon's Tachnamadra Toffee Apple, mature 3yo S/W boy, well
presented Rather long cast in outline and short in upper arm, movement was regular but needing more reach
Well furnished tail, feet correct and good bone. Head very sweet in eye, good pigment, colour, markings and
texture of coat excellent. 3 Hardy's Sandwick Fortune Seeker.
LD 1 Saunders' Chalmoor Shades of Gold at Fernfrey, a mature sable dog in excellent coat for volume texture.
Good bone, good depth of chest, nice oval feet, moves beautifully out back His head is now a little broad, eyes
are dark and expressive, ear carriage was a bit low at times. When he does hold himself on the stack, he shows
a lovely outline. 2 Hayes' Conorvean Tonkin, a taller sable dog nearly 5yo less bone than the winner, eyes a
little full, good ear carriage, excellent colour of coat and presentation. On the day he seemed a little bunched,
not showing his neck so his movement was not as fluid as the winner.
OD 1 Dixon's Tachnamadra Toffee Apple, alone in this class. VD 1 Saunders' Dunbrae Bond's Wish of Gold for
Fernfrey, almost 8 yr, won this class on his beautiful head, lovely teeth and excellent presentation. A mature
sable dog in excellent coat, plenty of bone, with a nicely balanced head and outline. Attentive ears, strength in
underjaw. Moved very well, on the stack stands a little under himself. This dog excels in forechest, a good
topline and correct fall of croup

BVD. 2 Rule's Edglonian Let's Rock at Bleatarn, 9yo shaded sable white boy, compact, shorter in body than 1st
but a wonderful free mover. Attentive ears, nice flat planes on the head, if a little long in foreface. Good length
of upper arm but shoulder could do with more angle to enhance his outline.
SP O SABLEWHITE 1 Rule's Edglonian Let's Rock at Bleatarn, as above - won on overall balance sound
movement. 2 Dixon's Tachnamadra Toffee Apple. 3 Hayes' Conorvean Cazier.
TRICOLOUR DOG 1 Hardy's Sandwick Stagelight, as Junior Dog - won this class on his lovely balanced outline. 2
Wooley's Pepperhill in the Moment at Valjon. BLUE MERLE DOG 1 Jaelis Mystique Clear Skies, 2nd from
Maiden Novice.
BRED BY EXHIBITOR 1 Chatterley's Silver Coin, second from Graduate class.
NOT BRED BY EXHINITOR 1 Officer's Castlerose a Shropshire Lad JW ShCM. 2 Rules' Edglonian Let's Rock at
Bleatarn. 3 Dixon's Tachnamadra Toffee Apple.
MPB (6) 1 Hateley's Mohnesee Millybelle, a sable/white bitch of 8 moths, very forward in her development, in
excellent coat of such a lovely gold colour Good strength of bone but at that stage where her legs need to
grow to complete a lovely outline. Very well schooled excellent presentation. She has an attractive head with
correct flat planes, eyes are dark, and ears well set attentive. Her movement is lively, straight coming going
and a good topline on the going around. 2 Gamble's Solyric Original Gold, a younger golden sable puppy of
good balance in height to length ratio, nice oval feet A sweet eye in a well moulded head, teeth finishing well,
ears a little wide set.
PB (4) 1 Bladon's Kiemont Angel's Delight 10mo attractive shaded s/w pup in a large coat, carrying a little too
much weight. Head is formed with an attractive wedge, teeth excellent, ears tend to fall a little too far
forward, dark eyes but she shows a little worried look in her expression at the moment. 2 Gamble's Solyric
Original Gold. 3 Barrowclough's Shadowess Eternal Spirit.
JB 1 Ritchie's Jaelis Mystique Eternity, 10mo tri bitch of excellent colour markings, especially good tan. Sound
mover, excellent depth of chest, oval feet, up to size, nice long tail Shown in excellent coat Correct head, ears,
eyes very dark and well placed. In character, she is rather 'fussy' a little more ringcraft might help this Won
through to Res Best Bitch and BPB. 2 Bladon's Kiemont Angel's Delight.
MB (7) 1 Ritchie's Jaelis Mystique Eternity. 2 Hateley's Mohnesee Millybelle. 3 Dawson's Shellamoyed Simply
Heaven, b/m of lovely shape balance.
NB (7,1) 1 Ritchie's Jaelis Mystique Eternity. 2 Hateley's Mohnesee Millybelle. 3 Bladon's Kiemont Angel's
Delight.
GB (6,2) 1 Bostock's Jaelis Mystique Mistress, clear golden sable, good coat and presentation, nice oval feet,
good free mover, well handled and presented Head planes to type, good teeth, well rounded muzzle nice set
of ear. 2 Bladon's Shellamoyed She's the One, sable white girl, a little long cast. Upright in shoulder so doesn't
extend on the move Head to type but a little broader than I prefer, ears well set, eye could be less round. 3
Barrowclough's Jaelis Mystique Topaz.
PGB (6,2) 1 Major's Mistyisle Simoncelli's Star, a tricolour of such beautiful shape outline, topline held well on
the move Not the longest of upper arms but excellent drive on the move. Well moulded head, attentive ears, a
little bold in eye but what a charmer. Excellent colour markings, lovely long tail, excellent presentation. Won
through to BB my BIS. 2 Greenhill's Mohnesee Diamonds 'N Pearls, b/m of good substance, well boned and
balanced in shape, well muscled, moved well on nice oval feet. Good flat head planes, dark eyes, attentive ears
but a bit "merlish" in shape. Overall expression could be sweeter Good straight front. 3 Bostock's Jaelis
Mystique Mistress.
LB (4,2) 1 Saunder's Chalmoor I'm a Peach at Fernfrey, sable/white in full coat. Good bone for size, good body
depth of chest, well muscled especially in rear quarters, good oval feet Very well presented Head a little broad
and ears a little heavy spoiling her expression Good colour of eye, excellent pigmentation of lips, nose eyes
(lacking in some today). 2 Venton's Tri 'N Stop Me at Mistyisle, well presented tri girl, rather long cast,
excellent freemover in profile, throwing a bit coming towards. Head a correct wedge, ears good, eye a little full
and bite could be a bit tighter.
VB (4) 1 Lee's Chalynwood Chumani, a very appealing old girl nearly 10 yrs, shaded sable white in excellent
coat. Lovely bone in legs, super outline, level topline and fall of croup. Sweet expression, attentive tipped ears
BVIS. 2 Ritchie's Jaelis Mystique Gemstone, blue merle of good colour for her age, well marked, nice light on
her feet if a bit down on pastern. Friendly attitude, nicely balanced head with level planes, eyes ears correct,
very well presented and groomed. 3 Dawson's Mohnesee's Pandemonium.
SP OB SABLE/WHITE 1 Gamble's Balidorn Solitude at Solyric, Sable white in fresh coat, well schooled and
presented, best overall in outline. Moved well on good oval feet, well angled shoulder if upper arm a little

short. Pleasant in expression, excellent teeth, ears correct, nice flat head planes and dark well-placed eye. 2
Ritchie's Jaelis Mystique Mistress, 1st Grad.
TRICOLOUR (3,1) 1 Brookwood's Mistyisle Simonelli's Star, winner PGB. 2 Lee's Ontoco Lunar Eclipse at
Chalynwood, tri girl a little shy in full coat and a nice long tail. Correct wedge head, 1st out moved her.
BLUE MERLE (3,1) 1 Dawson's Shellamoyed Simply Heaven, Very athletic in shape light on her feet, good
forward reach on the move holding her topline. Good fall of croup long flowing tail, nice depth of chest. Her
blue merle colour is well marbled, ears set high but could be smaller, nice in head, eyes expressive and good
mouth. At almost 2yo I expect she will body up more to finish. 2 Greenhill's Mohnesee Diamonds 'n Pearls JW,
see PGB.
SP OB - NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR 1 Gamble's Balidorn Solitude at Solyric JW, see S/W Open. 2 Venton's Tri 'n
Stop Me at Mistyisle, see Limit.

Judge - Sue Walker

